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Surprisingly simple … Î

Surprisingly simple to program Î
Complex undertakings made easy with JetSym STX. This programming language truly leaves no wish unan-
swered. And the special features it offers are impressive, covering: process-oriented language, multitasking 
with parallel programs, commands for path control, object-oriented programming and much more. The best 
way to get started is to use our latest JX3 starter kit. This will allow you to experience directly and clearly for 
yourself how simple the programming is and how well it works.

Powerful  Fully-fledged high-level language with multitasking - customized specifically for automa-
tion technology.

Proven technology  Already in use for many years and subject to continuous further development.
Familiar  Based on Structured Text.
Process-based  Process-oriented language enables real processes to be put into words and described. 

Programming and documentation in one!
Integrated  One language for PLC functions, point-to-point positioning, path control, data and file 

management, and much more.
Modern  Object-oriented programming included (a „can“ but not a „must“).
Convenient  Intellisense options, such as auto-complete for statements, simplify programming.
Fast  The tool tip display provides useful information when hovering the mouse over com-

mands or variable names.

Surprisingly simple to use Î
One tool is all you need. The JetSym software tool supports you from the very start, right up to completion of 
your project. From programming, through commissioning, all the way to service. One tool with a modern inter-
face and a broad scope of functions for all JetWeb technology controllers.

Comprehensive  Everything is included in a single development environment: Project management, pro-
gramming, commissioning.

Automated  The Motion Wizard supports you in entering commands – making incorrect entries a thing 
of the past.

Diverse  Comprehensive functions for diagnostics, commissioning and optimization of axes and 
axis groups enable the optimum administration of your project.

Clearly structured  Third-party file formats, such as Word or Excel files, are also easy to integrate into your 
project.

Convenient  When selecting a JetMove drive, all you need to do is enter a name and a hardware refer-
ence. The system then defines everything else automatically.

Perfect for teamwork  An interface to source control tools, such as Subversion and VisualSourceSave, enables 
software projects to be handled in a team.

Helpful  Breakpoints, single step, call stack, trace messages and partial task download during 
runtime enable optimum debugging and exact diagnostics.

Surprisingly simple to modify Î
JetSym offers you fast diagnostics and a comprehen-
sive overview. And with realtime access to all param-
eters of your entire control system, JetSym provides 
maximum transparency. The comprehensive scope of 
debugging functions and the clearly structured Setup 
Mode offer optimum support here.

Transparent  Complete access to all system 
parameters in realtime.

Process-based  Using the oscilloscope function, 
all continuous processes can be 
recorded and displayed in the 
form of a graph.

Clearly structured  With one mouse click you can 
access Motion Setup and are 
informed of the current status of 
all axes.

Timeless  The integrated conversion tool 
helps you when migrating older 
projects to the latest platform.
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“Our programming times have been drastically reduced since we have been 
working with JetSym STX. The performance and flexibility of this language have 
really astounded me -  so much so that I now can‘t even imagine how we ever 
managed to program controllers before JetSym STX came along.”

“Programming and commissioning processes have become significantly more 
relaxed since we have been using JetSym. Its comprehensive range of functions 
for debugging, integration of source control, and clearly structured display of 
the setup create an optimum overview.”

“JetSym has more than proved itself, especially when working under time pres-
sure. The clearly structured interface and easy access to the entire system cre-
ate maximum transparency. This allows us to find the causes of errors quickly 
and significantly reduce the downtimes of our machines.”

Surprisingly simple … Î


